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Introduction

In this contribution we introduce a system structure capable for robust multi-
modal Emotion Recognition in Meetings as it is proposed to be applied within the
EU-IST Integrated Project AMI (Augmented Multiparty Interaction) [2]. Anal-
ysis of human affects is a must on the way to a full understanding of meeting
participants’ communication. Exemplarily, issues addressed by Emotion Recog-
nition tasks in meetings are the agreement or disappointment of people on deci-
sions made, the curiosity or disinterest of participants on specific topics, or the
question on the general social mood, meetings are held in at large companies, to
allow for suggestions about the overall employee satisfaction.

Research on Emotion Recognition in AMI needs to adapt on the technical
setup of the meeting room. The proposed setup, designed for up to six par-
ticipants, comprises three wide-angle cameras, microphone arrays in the mid-
dle of the conference table, and -most relevant for speech and facial Emotion
Recognition- lapel microphones as well as close-up cameras, positioned on the
table in front of each seat.

System Structure and Modules

Figure 1 shows the proposed structure of a system for multimodal Emotion
Recognition in meeting environments, as it is addressed within AMI project.
In the proposed poster the relevant system modules shall be introduced with
respect to their requirements due to the task conditions, their inputs, outputs
as well as the underlying algorithms. The technical implementation is partly
accomplished, partly subject of current or upcoming research activities.

The audio-visual capture comprises synchronized streams from the close-up
camera and the lapel microphone of one meeting participant. The strived system
taps and fuses 5 information sources derived from the multimedial data stream,
namely the semantic content of speech, the sound of speech, facial expressions,
body pose, and hand gestures, while our current research focuses on the first
three mentioned. Information about previous works can be found in [1] [3] [4]
[5]. Most interest will lie on the Multilayered Multimodal Fusion, which needs
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Fig. 1. System structure for multimodal Emotion Recognition in meeting environments

to cope with uncertain recognition results, the drop out of information sources,
variable reliabilities of single streams and estimations belonging to different video
segments of different time length.
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